This paper addresses the partial shape matching problem, which helps identifying similarities even when a significant portion of one shape is occluded, or seriously distorted. We introduce a measure for computing the similarity between multiple polylines and a polygon, that can be computed in O(km 2 n 2 ) time with a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm. We then present a novel fast algorithm that runs in time O(kmn log mn). Here, m denotes the number of vertices in the polygon, and n is the total number of vertices in the k polylines that are matched against the polygon. The effectiveness of the similarity measure has been demonstrated in a part-based retrieval application with known ground-truth.
Introduction
The motivation for multiple polyline to polygon matching is twofold. Firstly, the matching of shapes has been done mostly by comparing them as a whole [3, 14, 18, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 31] . This fails when a significant part of one shape is occluded, or distorted by noise. In this paper, we address the partial shape matching problem, matching portions of two given shapes. Secondly, partial matching helps identifying similarities even when a significant portion of one shape boundary is occluded, or seriously distorted. It could also help in identifying similarities between contours of a non-rigid object in different configurations of its moving parts, like the contours of a sitting and a walking cat. Finally, partial matching helps alleviating the problem of unreliable object segmentation from images, over or undersegmentation, giving only partially correct contours.
Despite its usefulness, considerably less work has been done on partial shape matching than on global shape matching. One reason could be that partial shape matching is more involved than global shape matching, since it poses two more difficulties: identifying the portions of the shapes to be matched, and achieving invariance to scaling. If the shape representation is not scale invariant, shapes at different scales can be globally matched after scaling both shapes to the same length or the same area of the minimum bounding box. Such solutions work reasonably well in practice for many global similarity measures. When doing partial matching, however, it is unclear how the scaling should be done since there is no way of knowing in advance the relative magnitude of the matching portions of the two shapes. This can be seen in figure 1: any two of the three shapes in the figure should give a high score when partially matched but for each shape the scale at which this matching should be done depends on the portions of the shapes that match.
Contribution Firstly, we introduce a measure for computing the similarity between multiple polylines and a polygon. The polylines could for example be pieces of an object contour incompletely extracted from an image, or could be boundary parts in a decomposition of an object contour. The measure we propose is based on the turning function representation of the polylines and the polygon. We then derive a number of non-trivial properties of the similarity measure.
Secondly, based on these properties we characterize the optimal solution that leads to a straightforward O(km 2 n 2 )-time dynamic programming algorithm. We then present a novel O(kmn log mn)-time algorithm. Here, m denotes the number of vertices in the polygon, and n is the total number of vertices in the k polylines that are matched against the polygon. Thirdly, we have experimented with a part-based retrieval application. Given a large collection of shapes and a query consisting of a set of polylines, we want to retrieve those shapes in the collection that best match our query. The set of polylines forming the query are boundary parts in a decomposition of a database shape -both this database shape and the parts in the query are selected by the user. The evaluation on the basis of a known ground-truth indicate that a part-based approach to matching improves the global matching performance for difficult categories of shapes.
Related Work
Arkin et al. [3] describe a metric for comparing two whole polygons that is invariant under translation, rotation and scaling. It is based on the L 2 -distance between the turning functions of the two polygons, and can be computed in O(mn log mn) time, where m is the number of vertices in one polygon and n is the number of vertices in the other.
Most partial shape matching methods are based on computing local features of the contour, and then looking for correspondences between the features of the two shapes, for example points of high curvature [2, 17] . Other local features-based approaches make use of genetic algorithms [22] , k-means clustering [7] , or fuzzy relaxation techniques [20] . Such local features-based solutions work well when the matched subparts are almost equivalent up to a transformation such as translation, rotation or scaling, because for such subparts the sequences of local features are very similar. However, parts that we perceive as similar, may have quite different local features (different number of curvature extrema for example).
Geometric hashing [32] is a method that determines if there is a transformed subset of the query point set that matches a subset of a target point set, by building a hash table in transformation space. Also the Hausdorff distance [11] allows partial matching. It is defined for arbitrary non-empty bounded and closed sets A and B as the infimum of the distance of the points in A to B and the points in B to A. Both methods are designed for partial matching, but do not easily transform to our case of matching multiple polylines to a polygon.
Partially matching the turning angle function of two polylines under scaling, translation and rotation, can be done in time O(m 2 n 2 ) [8] . Given two matches with the same squared error, the match involving the longer part of the polylines has a lower dissimilarity. The dissimilarity measure is a function of the scale, rotation, and the shift of one polyline along the other. However, this works for only two single polylines.
Latecki et al [15] , establish the best correspondence of parts in a decomposition of the matched shapes. The best correspondence between the maximal convex arcs of two simplified versions of the original shapes gives the partial similarity measure between the shapes. One serious drawback of this approach is the fact that the matching is done between parts of simplified shapes at "the appropriate evolution stage" [14] . How these evolution stages are identified is not indicated in their papers, though it certainly has an effect on the quality of the matching process. Also, by looking for correspondences between parts of the given shapes, false negatives could appear in the retrieval process. An example of such a case is in figure 2 , where two parts of the query shape Q are denoted by Q 1 and Q 2 , and two parts of the database shape P are denote by P 1 and P 2 . Though P has a portion of P 1 ∪ P 2 similar to a portion of Q 1 ∪ Q 2 , no correspondence among these four parts succeeds to recognize this. Considering different stages of the curve evolution (such that P 1 ∪ P 2 and Q 1 ∪ Q 2 constitute individual parts) does not solve the problem either. This is because the method used for matching two chains normalizes the two chains to unit length and thus no shifting of one endpoint of one chain over the other is done. Also notice that if instead of making correspondences between parts, we shift the parts of one shape over the other shape and select those that give a close match, the similarity between the shapes in figure 2 is reported.
In our approach, we also use a decomposition into parts in order to identify the matching portions, but we do this only for one of the shapes. In the matching process between a (union of) part(s) and an undecomposed shape, the part(s) are shifted along the shape, and the optimal placement is computed based on their turning functions.
In the next section, we introduce a similarity measure for matching a union of possibly disjoint parts and a whole shape. This similarity measure is a turning angle function-based similarity, minimized over all possible shiftings of the endpoints of the parts over the shape, and also over all independent rotations of the parts. Since we allow the parts to rotate independently, this measure could capture the similarity between contours of non-rigid objects, with parts in different relative positions.
Polylines-to-Polygon Matching
We concentrate on the problem of matching an ordered set {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } of k polylines against a polygon P . We want to compute how close an ordered set of polylines {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } is to being part of the boundary of P in the given order in counter-clockwise direction around P (see figure 3 ). For this purpose, the polylines are rotated and shifted along the polygon P , in such a way that the pieces of the boundary of P "covered" by the k polylines are mutually disjoint except possibly at their endpoints. In this section we define a similarity measure for such a polylines-to-polygon matching. The measure is based on the turning function representation of the given polylines and it is invariant under translation and rotation. We first give an O(km 2 n 2 )-time dynamic programming algorithm for computing this similarity measure, where m is the number of vertices in P and n is the total number of vertices in the k polylines. We then refine this algorithm to obtain a running time of O(kmn log mn). Note that the fact that P is a polygon, and not an open polyline, comes from the intended application of part based shape retrieval.
Similarity between polyline and polygon
The turning function Θ A of a polygon A measures the angle of the counterclockwise tangent with respect to a reference orientation as a function of the arc-length s, measured from some reference point on the boundary of A. It is a piecewise constant function, with jumps corresponding to the vertices of A. A rotation of A by an angle θ corresponds to a shifting of Θ A over a distance θ in the vertical direction. Moving the location of the reference point A(0) over a distance t ∈ [0, l A ) along the boundary of A corresponds to shifting Θ A horizontally over a distance t.
The distance between two polygons A and B is defined as the L 2 distance between their two turning functions Θ A and Θ B , minimized with respect to the vertical and horizontal shifts of these functions (in other words, minimized with respect to rotation and choice of reference point). More formally, suppose A and B are two polygons with perimeter length l A and l B , respectively, and the polygon B is placed over A in such a way that the reference point B(0) of B coincides with point A(t) at distance t along A from the reference point A(0), and B is rotated clockwise by an angle θ with respect to the reference orientation. A pair (t, θ) ∈ R × R will be referred to as a placement of B over A. The first component t of a placement (t, θ) is also called a horizontal shift, since it corresponds to a horizontal shifting of Θ A over a distance t, Figure 3 : Matching an ordered set {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 } of polylines against a polygon P .
while the second component θ is also called a vertical shift, since it corresponds to a vertical shifting of Θ A over a distance θ. We define the quadratic similarity f(A, B, t, θ) between A and B for a given placement (t, θ) of B over A, as the square of the L 2 -distance between their two turning functions Θ A and Θ B :
The similarity between two polygons A and B is then given by:
To achieve invariance under scaling, Arkin et al. [3] propose scaling the two polygons to unit length prior to the matching.
For measuring the difference between a polygon A and a polyline B the same measure can be used (for matching two polylines, some slight adaptations would be needed). Notice that, for the purpose of our part-based retrieval application, we want that a polyline B included in a polygon A to match perfectly this polygon, that is: their similarity should be zero. But if we scale A and B to the same length, their turning functions will no longer match perfectly. For this reason we do not scale the polyline or the polygon prior to the matching process. Thus, our similarity measure is not scale-invariant.
In a part-based retrieval application (see section 4) using a similarity measure based on the above quadratic similarity (see section 3.2), we achieve robustness to scaling by normalizing all shapes in the collection to the same diameter of their circumscribed circle. This is a reasonable solution for our collection, which does not contain occluded, or incomplete shapes. Moreover these shapes are object contours and not synthetic shapes.
Similarity between multiple polylines and a polygon
Let Θ : [0, l] → R be the turning function of a polygon P of m vertices, and of perimeter length l. Since P is a closed polyline, the domain of Θ can be easily extended to the entire real line, by Θ(s+l) = Θ(s)+2π. Let {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P k } be a set of polylines, and let Θ j : [0, l j ] → R denote the turning function of the polyline P j of length l j . If P j is made of n j segments, Θ j is piecewise-constant with n j − 1 jumps.
For simplicity of exposition, f j (t, θ) denotes the quadratic similarity
We assume the polylines {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k } satisfy the condition
The similarity measure, which we denote by d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ), is the square root of the sum of quadratic similarities f j , minimized over all valid placements of P 1 , . . . , P k over P (or in other words, minimized over all valid horizontal and vertical shifts of their turning functions):
Figure 4: To compute d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) between the polylines P 1 , . . . , P 3 and the polygon P , we shift the turning functions Θ 1 , Θ 2 , and Θ 3 horizontally and vertically over Θ.
It remains to define what the valid placements are. The horizontal shifts t 1 , . . . , t k correspond to shiftings of the starting points of the polylines P 1 , . . . , P k along P . We require that the starting points of P 1 , . . . , P k are matched with points on the boundary of P in counterclockwise order around P , that is: t j−1 ≤ t j for all 1 < j ≤ k, and t k ≤ t 1 + l. Furthermore, we require that the matched parts are disjoint (except possibly at their endpoints), sharpening the constraints to figure 4) .
The vertical shifts θ 1 , . . . , θ k correspond to rotations of the polylines P 1 , . . . , P k with respect to the reference orientation, and are independent of each other. Therefore, in an optimal placement the quadratic similarity between a particular polyline P j and P depends only on the horizontal shift t j , while the vertical shift must be optimal for the given horizontal shift. We can thus express the similarity between P j and P for a given positioning t j of the starting point of P j over P as:
The similarity between the polylines P 1 , . . . , P k and the polygon P is thus:
Properties of the similarity function
In this section we give a few properties of f * j (t), as functions of t, that constitute the basis of the algorithms for computing d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) in sections 3.5 and 3.6. We also give a simpler formulation of the optimization problem in the definition of d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ). Arkin et al. [3] have shown that for any fixed t, the function f j (t, θ) is a quadratic convex function of θ. This implies that for a given t, the optimization problem min θ∈R f j (t, θ) has a unique solution, given by the root θ * j (t) of the equation ∂f j (t, θ)/∂θ = 0. Since
we get:
Lemma 1 For a given positioning t of the starting point of P j over P , the rotation that minimizes the quadratic similarity between P j and P is given by θ *
We now consider the properties of f *
, as a function of t.
Lemma 2 The quadratic similarity f * j (t) has the following properties: i) it is periodic, with period l;
ii) it is piecewise quadratic, with mn j breakpoints within any interval of length l; moreover, the parabolic pieces are concave.
Θ Θ j
Figure 5: For given horizontal and vertical shifts of Θ j over Θ, the discontinuities of Θ j and Θ form a set of rectangular strips.
.
, we have:
Applying lemma 1 we get:
For the rest of this proof we restrict our attention to the behaviour of f * j within an interval of length l. For a given value of the horizontal shift t, the discontinuities of Θ and Θ j define a set S of rectangular strips. Each strip is defined by a pair of consecutive discontinuities of the two turning functions and is bounded from below and above by these functions.
As Θ j is shifted horizontally with respect to Θ, there are at most mn j critical events within an interval of length l where the configuration of the rectangular strips defined by Θ and Θ j changes. These critical events are at values of t were a discontinuity of Θ j coincides with a discontinuity of Θ. Inbetween these critical events, the height of a strip σ is a constant h σ , while the width w σ is a linear function of t with coefficient −1, 0 or 1.
For a given configuration of strips, the value of
2 ds is thus given by the sum over the strips in the current configuration of the width of the strip times the square of its height:
Similarly, we have: Figure 6 : The quadratic similarity f * j is a piecewise quadratic function of t, with concave parabolic pieces.
And thus equation (3) can be rewritten as:
Since the functions w σ are linear functions of t, the function f * j is a piecewise quadratic function of t, with at most mn j breakpoints within an interval of length l. Moreover, since the coefficient of t 2 in equation (4) is negative, the parabolic pieces of f * j are concave (see figure 6 ).
The following corollary indicates that in computing the minimum of the function f * j , it suffices to restrict our attention to a discrete set of at most mn j points.
Corollary 1 The local minima of the function f * j are among the breakpoints between its parabolic pieces.
We now give a simpler formulation of the optimization problem in the definition of d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ). In order to simplify the restrictions on t j in equation (1), we define:
In other words, the function f j is a copy of f * j , but shifted to the left with
Obviously, f j has the same properties as f * j , that is: it is a piecewise quadratic function of t that has its local minima in at most mn j breakpoints in any interval of length l. With this simple transformation of the set of functions f * j , the optimization problem defining d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) becomes:
where
is a solution to the optimization problem in equation (5), 
Characterization of an optimal solution
In this section we characterize the structure of an optimal solution to the optimization problem in equation (5) , and give a recursive definition of this solution. This definition forms the basis of a straightforward dynamic programming solution to the problem.
Let (t * 1 , . . . , t * k ) be a solution to the optimization problem in equation (5) . 
, thus the positioning of the ending point of P j−1 and of the starting point of P j coincide. Then, in the given optimal placement the polylines P j−1 and P j are "glued" together. Similarly, if t * k = t * 1 + l 0 , we have that P k and P 1 are glued together. For any j ∈ {1, ..., k}, let G j be the maximal set of polylines containing P j and glued together in the given optimal placement, that is: no polyline that is not in G j is glued to a polyline in G j . 
. This function is obviously piecewise quadratic, with concave parabolic pieces, and the breakpoints of f gh are the breakpoints of the constituent functions f g , ..., f h . Note that a local minimum of f gh may not be a local minimum of any of the constituent functions f i (g ≤ i ≤ h), but nevertheless it will always be given by a breakpoint of one of the constituent functions.
In the second case, we can argue in a similar manner that t * j must give a local minimum of the function
. Thus, t * j must be a breakpoint of one of the functions f g , ..., f h , or it must be such a breakpoint shifted left or right by l 0 .
We call a point in [0, 2l), which is either a breakpoint of one of the functions f 1 , ..., f k , or such a breakpoint shifted left or right by l 0 , a critical point. Since function f j has 2mn j breakpoints, the total number of critical points in [0, 2l) is at most 6m
With the observations above, the optimization problem we have to solve is:
We now show that an optimal solution of this problem can be constructed recursively. For this purpose, we denote:
where j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a, b ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, and a ≤ b. Equation (7) describes the subproblem of matching the set {P 1 , . . . , P j } of j polylines to a subchain of P , starting at P (x a ) and ending at P ( We can now conclude that :
where A solution of the optimization problem (6) is then given by
A straightforward algorithm
Equations (8) and (9) lead to a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm for computing the similarity measure d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ):
Algorithm SimpleCompute d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P )
1. Compute the set of critical points X = {x0, . . . , xN−1}, and sort them. 2. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and all i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, evaluate fj (xi). 
Proof:
Step 1 of this algorithm requires first identifying all values of t such that a vertex of a turning function Θ j is aligned with a vertex of Θ. 
. , N −1} takes O(mn).
The algorithm is an adaptation of the algorithm used in [3] , and we thus indicate only its main ideas. As equation (4) from the proof of lemma 2 indicates, the function f j (t) is the difference of two piecewise linear functions with the same set of breakpoints. Thus these functions can be completely determined by evaluating an initial value and the slope of each linear piece. It remains to indicate how to compute the slopes of these linear pieces.
Notice that when Θ j is horizontally shifted over Θ such that the configuration S of the rectangular strips does not change, the only strips whose width is changing are those bounded by a jump of Θ and a jump of Θ j . More precisely, let us denote by S ΘΘj the set of rectangular strips in the current configuration S that are bounded left by a jump of Θ and right by a jump of Θ j (see figure 7) , by S ΘjΘ the set of rectangular strips that are bounded left by a jump of Θ j and right by a jump of Θ, and by S ΘΘ and S ΘjΘj the set of of rectangular strips that are bounded left and right by a jump of Θ and Θ j , respectively. When shifting Θ j such that the configuration S does not change, the widths of the strips in S ΘjΘj and S ΘΘ do not change, while the width of those in S ΘΘj increases and of those in S ΘjΘ decreases. Thus the slope of each linear piece of the sum functions in equation (4) is determined only by the rectangular strips in S ΘΘj and S ΘjΘ .
Notice also that at each breakpoint of f j , only three strips in S change their type. The evaluation of the function f j thus starts with computing an initial configuration of strips, with strips divided in the above The four types of strips formed by the discontinuities of two turning functions Θ j and Θ: σ 1 , σ 4 ∈ S ΘjΘ , σ 2 , σ 6 ∈ S ΘΘj , σ 3 ∈ S ΘjΘj , and σ 5 ∈ S ΘΘ . mentioned four groups. An initial value f j (0) can be computed from this configuration in O(m + n j ). We then go through the set X of critical events in order, and when necessary we update the configuration of strips (and thus the sets S ΘΘj and S ΘjΘ ) and also compute the value of the function f j , based on the slopes computed from S ΘΘj and S ΘjΘ . The updates of the configuration and the function values computation take constant time per critical point. Thus we can evaluate the function f j at all critical points in x in O(N ) = O(mn), and thus the step 2 of the algorithm takes O(kmn) time.
The operations in the rest of the algorithm all take constant time each. Their total time is determined by the number of times line 10 is executed, which is at most N times for the loop in line 4, times N for the loop on line 6, times k for the loop on line 8, for a total of O(kN 2 ) = O(km 2 n 2 ) times. Thus, line 4 to 12 dominate the running time of algorithm SimpleCompute, and this is O(km 2 n 2 ). The amount of storage used by the algorithm is dominated by the amount of space needed to store the matrix M , which is O(kN 2 ) = O(km 2 n 2 ).
A fast algorithm
The above time bound on the computation of the similarity measure d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) can be improved to O(kmn log mn). The refinement of the dynamic programming algorithm is based on the following property of equation (8) The proof of i) and ii) is based on the following observation: as a increases from 0 to b, the value t a i can only increase as well, or remain the same, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , j}. We first prove this observation.
For the sake of contradiction, assume that there is an a (0 < a ≤ b) and an i (
. For such an a, let i be the smallest such i, and let i be the largest such i. By our choice of i and i , we have t We can now prove the lemma item i) and ii). Let z be the smallest value in {0, ..., b} for which t 
The running time of this algorithm depends on how the functions D [j, b] are represented. In order to make especially steps 12 and 15 of the above algorithm efficient, we represent the functions D [j, b] by means of balanced binary trees. Asano et al. [4] used an idea similar in spirit.
An efficient representation for function D[j, b]
We now describe the tree Furthermore, we store with each node ν a value m ν which is the sum of the weights on the path from the left child of ν to the leaf λ aν , that is: the rightmost descendant of the left child of ν. This concludes the description of the data structure used for storing a function D [j, b] . (iii) To construct T j,b from T j,b−1 and T j−1,b efficiently, we take the following approach. We find the sequences of left and right turns that lead from the root of the trees down to the leaf λ z , where z is defined as in lemma 5. Note that the sequences of left and right turns are the same in the trees T j,b , T j,b−1 , and T j−1,b , only the weights on the path differ. Though we do not compute z explicitly, we will show below that we are able to construct the path from the root of the tree to the leaf λ z corresponding to z, by identifying, based on the stored weights, at each node node along this path whether the path continues into the right or left subtree of the current node.
Lemma 6 The data structure T j,b for the representation of function D[j, b] can be operated on such that: (i) The representation of a zero-function (i.e. a function that always evaluates to zero) can be constructed in O(N ) time. Also the representation of a function that always evaluates to
Lemma 5 tells us that for each leaf left of λ z , the total weight on the path to the root in T j,b must be the same as the total weight on the corresponding path in T j,b−1 . At λ z itself and right of λ z , the total weights to the root in T j,b must equal those in T j−1,b , plus f j (x z ). We construct the tree T j,b with these properties as follows.
We start building T j,b by constructing a root ρ. If the path to λ z goes into the right subtree, we adopt as left child of ρ the corresponding left child ν of the root from T j,b−1 . There is no need to copy ν: we just add a pointer to it, thus at once making all descendants of ν in T j,b−1 into descendants of the corresponding node in the tree T j,b under construction. Furthermore, we set the weight of ρ equal to the weight of the root of T j,b−1 . If the path to λ z goes into the left subtree, we adopt the right child from T j−1,b and take the weight of ρ from there, now adding f j (x z ).
Then we make a new root for the other subtree of the root ρ, i.e. the one that contains λ z , and continue the construction process in that subtree. Every time we go into the left branch, we adopt the right child from T j−1,b , and every time we go into the right branch, we adopt the left child from T j,b−1 (see figure 8) . For every constructed node ν, we set its weight w ν so that the total weight of ν and its ancestors equals the total weight of the corresponding nodes in the tree from which we adopt ν's child -if the subtree adopted comes from T j−1,b , we increase w ν by f j (x z ).
By keeping track of the accumulated weights on the path down from the root in all the trees, we can set the weight of each newly constructed node ν correctly in constant time per node. The accumulated weights on the path down from the root, together with the stored weights for the paths down to left childrens' rightmost descendants, also allow us to decide in constant time which is better:
. This will tell us if λ z is to be found in the left or in the right subtree of ν.
The complete construction process only takes O(1) time for each node on the path from ρ to λ z . Since the trees are perfectly balanced, this path has only O(log N ) nodes, so that T j,b is constructed in time O(log N ). similarity d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) between k polylines {P 1 , . . . , P j } with n vertices in total, and a polygon P with m vertices, can be computed in O(kmn log(mn)) time using O(kmn log(mn)) storage.
Theorem 1 The

Proof:
We use algorithm Fastcompute d(P 1 , . . . , P k ; P ) with the data structure described above.
Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm are the same as in the algorithm from section 3.5 and can be executed in O(kmn + mn log n) time. Notice that no node is ever edited after it has been constructed: no tree is ever updated, and a new tree is always constructed by making O(log N ) new nodes and for the rest by referring to nodes from existing trees as they are. Therefore, an assignment as in lines 8 or 10 of the algorithm can safely be done by just copying a reference in O(1) time, without copying the structure of the complete tree. Thus, the total running time of the above algorithm will be dominated by O(kN ) executions of line 12, taking in total O(kN log N ) = O(kmn log(mn)) time.
Apart from the function values of f j computed in step 2, we have to store the ZERO and the IN F IN IT Y function. All these require O(kN ) = O(kmn) storage. Notice that any of the functions constructed in step 12 requires only storing O(log(N )) = O(log(mn)) new nodes and pointers to nodes in previously computed trees, and thus we need O(kmn log(mn)) for all the trees computed in step 12. So the total storage required by the algorithm is O(kmn log(mn)).
We note that the problem resembles a general edit distance type approximate string matching problem [19] . Global string matching under a general edit distance error model can be done by dynamic programming in O(kN ) time, where k and N represent the lengths of the two strings. The same time complexity can be achieved for partial string matching through a standard "assign first line to zero" trick [19] . This trick however does not apply here due to the condition x b − x a ≤ l 0 . Indeed, by the above trick to convert global matching into partial matching we would have to fill in a 
A Part-based Retrieval Application
In this section we describe a part-based shape retrieval application. The retrieval problem we are considering is the following: given a large collection of polygonal shapes, and a query consisting of a set of disjoint polylines, we want to retrieve those shapes in the collection that best match the query. The query represents a set of disjoint boundary parts of a single shape, and the matching process evaluates how closely these parts resemble disjoint pieces of a shape in the collection. Thus, instead of querying with complete shapes, we make the query process more flexible by allowing the user to search only for certain parts of a given shape. The parts in the query are selected by the user from an automatically computed decomposition of a given shape. More specifically, in the application we discuss below, these parts are the result of applying the boundary decomposition framework introduced in [29] . For matching the query against a database shape we use the similarity measure described in section 3.
The shape collection used by our retrieval application comes from the MPEG-7 shape silhouette database. Specifically, we used the Core Experiment "CE-Shape-1" part B [13] , a test set devised by the MPEG-7 group to measure the performance of similarity-based retrieval for shape descriptors. This test set consists of 1400 images: 70 shape classes, with 20 images per class. Some examples of images in this collection are given in figure 9 , where shapes in each row belong to the same class. The outer closed contour of the object in each image was extracted. In this contour, each pixel corresponds to a vertex. In order to decrease the number of vertices, we then used the Douglas-Peuker [9] polygon approximation algorithm. Each resulting simplified contour was then decomposed, as described in [29] . The instantiation of the boundary decomposition framework described there uses the medial axis. For the medial axis computation we used the Abstract Voronoi Diagram LEDA package [1] . The running time for a single query on the MPEG-7 test set of 1400 images is typically about one second on a 2 GHz PC.
The matching of a query consisting of k polylines to an arbitrary database contour is based on the similarity measure described in section 3. This similarity measure is not scale invariant, as we noticed in section 3.1. Our shape collection, however, contains shapes at different scales. In order to achieve some robustness to scaling, we scaled all shapes in the collection to the same diameter of the circumscribed disk. Given the nature of our collection (each image in "CE-Shape-1" is one view of a complete object), this is a reasonable approach. The reason we opted for a normalization based on the circumscribed disk, instead of the bounding box, for example, is related to the fact that a class in the collection may contain images of an object at different rotational angles.
Experimental Results
The selection of parts comprising the query has a big influence on the results of a part-based retrieval process. Our collection for example includes classes, such as those labelled "horse", "dog", "deer", "cattle", whose shapes have similar parts, such as limbs. Querying with such parts have shown to yield shapes from all these classes. Figure 10 depicts two part-based queries on the same shape (belonging to the "beetle" class) with very different results. In the first example, the query consists of five chains, each representing a leg of the beetle. Among the first ten retrieved results, only three come from the same class. In the second example, the same parts are contained in the query, but they were concatenated, so that they form two chains (three legs on one side, two of the other). All first ten retrieved results are this time from the same class. By concatenating the leg parts in the second query, a spatial arrangement of these parts is searched in the database, and this gives the query more power to discriminate between beetle shapes and other shapes containing leg-like parts.
The MPEG group initiated the MPEG-7 Visual Standard in order to specify standard content-based descriptors that allow to measure similarity in images or video based on visual criteria. Each visual descriptor incorporated in the MPEG-7 Standard was selected from a few competing proposals, based on an evaluation of their performance in a series of tests called Core Experiments. The Core Experiment "CEShape-1" was devised to measure the performance of 2D shape descriptors. The performance of several shape descriptors, proposed for standardization within MPEG-7, is reported in [21] . The performance of each shape descriptor was measured using the so-called "bulls-eye" test: each image is used as a query, and the number of retrieved images belonging to the same class was counted in the top 40 (twice the class size) matches.
The shape descriptor selected by MPEG-7 to represent a closed contour of a 2D object or region in an image is based on the Curvature Scale Space (CSS) representation [18] . The CSS of a closed planar curve is computed by repeatedly convolving the contour with a Gaussian function, and representing the curvature zero-crossing points of the resulting curve in the (s, σ) plane, where s is the arclength. The matching process has two steps. Firstly, the eccentricity and circularity of the contours are used as a filter, to reduce the amount of computation. The shape similarity measure between two shapes is computed, in the second step, by relating the positions of the maxima of the corresponding CSSs. The reported similarity-based retrieval performance of this method is 75.44% [21] . In the years following the selection of this descriptor for the MPEG-7 Visual Standard, people have reported better performances on the same set of data for other shape descriptors. Belongie et al. [6] reported a retrieval performance of 76.51% for their descriptor based on shape contexts. Even better performances, of 78.18% and 78.38%, were reported by Sebastian et al. [27] and Grigorescu and Petkov [10] , respectively. The matching in [27] is based on aligning the two shapes in a deformation-based approach, while in [10] a local descriptor of an image point is proposed that is determined by the spatial arrangement of other image points around that point. Latecki at al. mention in [16] a retrieval performance of 83.19% for a shape descriptor introduced in [5] . A global turning function-based shape descriptor [12] , proposed for MPEG-7, is reported to have a similarity-based retrieval performance of 54.14%. A later variation [33] increases the performance rate up to 65.67%.
For classes in "CE-Shape-1" with a low variance among their shapes, the CSS matching [18] gives good results, with a retrieval rate over 90%, as measured by the "bulls-eye" test. For difficult classes however, for example the class "beetle", the different relative lengths of the antennas/legs, and the different shapes of the body pose problems for global retrieval. The average performance rate of CSS matching for this class is only 36%. For the "ray" and "deer" classes, the bad results (an average performance rate of the CSS matching of 26% and 33%, respectively) are caused by the different shape and size of the tails and antlers, respectively, of the contours in these classes. A part-based matching, with a proper selection of parts, is significantly more effective in such cases.
We tested the performance of our part-based shape matching. A prerequisite of such a performance of the part-based matching is the selection of query parts that capture relevant and specific characteristics of the shape. This has to be done interactively by the user. An overall performance score for the matching process, like in [21] , is therefore untractable, since that would re quire 1400 interactive queries. We therefore compared, on a number of individual queries, our part-based approach with the global CSS matching and with a global matching based on the turning function. These experimental results indicate that for those classes with a low average performance of the CSS matching, our approach consistently performs better. For example, for the shape called "carriage-18", the CSS method has a bull's eye score of 70%, the global turning function method a score of 80%, and our multiple polyline to polygon matching method a score of 95%. For the shape called "horse-17", both the CSS method and the global turning function method have a bull's eye score of 10%, and our method a score of 70%. (See many examples in the appendix.)
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we addressed the partial shape matching problem. We introduced a measure for computing the similarity between a set of pieces of one shape and another shape. Such a measure is usefull in overcoming problems due to occlusion or unreliable object segmentation from images. The similarity measure was tested in a shape-based image retrieval application. We compared our part-based approach to shape matching with two global shape matching technique (the CSS matching, and a turning function-based matching). Experimental results indicate that for those classes with a low average performance of the CSS matching, our approach consistently performs better. Concludingly, our dissimilarity measure provides a powerful complementary shape matching method.
A prerequisite of such a performance of the part-based matching is the selection of query parts that capture relevant and specific characteristics of the shape. This has to be done interactively by the user. Since the user does not usually have any knowledge of the databased content before the retrieval process, we have developed an alternative approach to part-based shape retrieval, in which the user is relieved of the responsibility of specifying shape parts to be searched for in the database, see [30] . The query, in this case, is a polygon, and in order to select among the large number of possible searches in the database with parts of the query, the user interacts with the system in the retrieval process. His interaction, in the form of marking relevant results from those retrieved by the system, has the purpose of allowing the system to guess what the user is looking for in the database.
Appendix A
We compared our multiple polyline to polygon matching (MPP) approach with the global CSS matching (CSS) and with a global matching based on the turning function (GTA). Table 1 presents the query image of the CSS matching and the query parts of our part-based matching in the first and second column of the table. The retrieval rate measured by the "bulls-eye" test, the percentage of true positives returned in the first 40 (twice the class size) matches, for the three matching techniques are indicated in the following three columns, while the remaining columns give the percentage of true positives returned in the first 20 (class size) matches. Bull 
